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 ES-1 King County 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Alternatives Analysis report summarizes the process for developing and evaluating alternatives for 

the Jan Road Neighborhood Improvements Project (the project). The project area is located on the left 

and right banks of the Cedar River between River Mile (RM) 12.6 and RM 13.3. This report is intended 

to help the Project Sponsor (King County Flood Control District [District]) select a preferred alternative 

to advance to design and construction. The significant flood-related impacts to the neighborhood and 

public infrastructure have led to identification of this as a priority flood risk reduction project for the 

Cedar River basin in the 1993 and 2006 flood hazard management plans, and most recently included 

as a near-term (0-6 years) action project within the 2017 Cedar River Capital Investment Strategy (CIS) 

(King County, 2017a). 

During Cedar River flood events of approximately a 5% annual chance (20-year return period; 

approximately 6,016 cfs) or greater, flows from Taylor Creek cause overtopping of the neighborhood 

sole access road and result in hazardous conditions for people and impacts to property.  Flooding 

impacting access for residents occurred most recently in February 2020 and previously in January 

2009.  As many as 15 residences in the immediate vicinity would be isolated during a 1% annual 

chance (100-year return period; approximately 9,443 cfs) flood event. 

Additionally, both the Jan Road levee (levee) on the right bank and the CRT 7 revetment (revetment) 

on the left bank have been repeatedly damaged by erosion and scour.  The levee has some ability to 

restrain channel migration for the neighborhood sole access road – however, both the levee and 

revetment have been determined to not meet current engineering standards for stability.  The levee, in 

its current alignment, concentrates and directs flow at the revetment, threatening the integrity of both 

and requiring costly repairs.  

The project will also provide the required mitigation for aquatic habitat impacts associated with the 

relocation of naturally occurring large wood within the Cedar River in 2017, in accordance with the 2017 

Cedar River Wood Relocation HPA.  The HPA requires that the final mitigation plan be developed 

through collaboration with King County, Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and the 

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Fisheries Division (MITFD). 

Two potential alternatives were developed to achieve the project goals to reduce flood risks and future 

maintenance, mitigate for past large wood relocation efforts, and enhance river function and habitat 

using current engineering standards.  The alternatives are similar in overall performance, but differ 

particularly in how they address neighborhood flooding.  In general, Alternative 1 (Raised Roadway and 

Levee Setback) provides egress for residents during floods via a raised roadway, while Alternative 2 

(Levee Setback and Extension) achieves this objective through a setback levee alignment that captures 

a portion of overbank flow from Taylor Creek and conveys this flow back to the Cedar River.   

Both alternatives were evaluated using a set of performance measures that considered flood risk 

reduction to neighborhood flooding and infrastructure, operation and maintenance, impacts to 

residents, project costs, restoration of riverine processes and habitat, and determinants of equity and 

social justice. In general, the evaluation found the alternatives are similar in overall performance, but 

with Alternative 2 scoring higher, primarily due to lower estimated costs, anticipated property needs, 

expected operation and maintenance needs, impacts to residents, and more favorable equity and social 

justice determinates. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF REPORT 

The purpose of the Alternatives Analysis report is to present the methodology and conclusions used to 

develop and evaluate the alternatives for the Jan Road Neighborhood Improvements Design project. 

This evaluation will be used to inform the District’s selection of the preferred alternative to advance to 

final design. The process used in the alternatives evaluation is described as follows: 

• Establish objectives, constraints, opportunities and design preferences for the project.  

• Develop design concepts for consideration in alternative development. 

• Develop criteria for evaluating alternatives based on objectives and opportunities. 

• Prepare concept designs and cost estimates for two alternatives. 

• Complete a decision matrix. 

1.2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND 

The King County River and Floodplain Management Section (County), as service provider to the King 

County Flood Control District (District), is evaluating alternatives for the Jan Road Neighborhood 

Improvements Project (Project). This project is on the near-term (0-6 years) action list in the Cedar 

River Capital Investment Strategy (King County, 2017a), which was adopted by the District in 2018. 

The existing levee provides flood protection for the neighborhood but does not provide containment for 

a 1% annual change flood (ACF) (9,440 cfs) and is not connected to high ground at either end allowing 

floodwaters to circumvent the levee. Flooding of SE 197th Pl/221st Ave SE/228th Ave SE (Access 

Road), the sole access to for the Jan Road neighborhood from Taylor Creek occurs during an 

approximate 5% ACF (6,020 cfs) on the Cedar River, leading to isolation of up to 15 single-family 

homes. Of these 15 homes, seven are within the moderate or severe channel migration hazard areas.  

On the left bank, the Cedar River Trail 7 (CRT7) Revetment provides sole protection for the Cedar 

River Trail and State Route 169 (SR-169). Flows are concentrated by the levee and directed at the 

CRT7 revetment, leading to vulnerabilities caused by bank erosion and scour processes occurring 

along the revetment. The CRT7 revetment is both tall and steep, and is limited in width at the top-of-

bank. Failure of the revetment due to erosion and slumping could result in damage to the trail, and 

potentially SR 169. An analysis of geotechnical stability of this levee showed that the revetment does 

not meet US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) recommended safety factors for stability.  

This project will include elements that will improve floodplain functions and have ancillary benefits to 

salmon spawning and rearing habitat.  At least a subset of this aquatic habitat work will be completed 

as mitigation for the removal of 23 pieces of naturally occurring large wood in 2017, under the Cedar 

River 2017 Large Wood Modifications Mitigation Plan (King County, 2017b). 
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1.3 PROJECT LOCATION AND STUDY AREA 

The project area is located on the left and right banks of the Cedar River between River Mile (RM) 12.9 

and RM 13.4 (Figure 1). The Jan Road neighborhood is served by SE 197th Place/221st Avenue 

SE/228th Avenue SE, a private sole access roadway (Access Road) for the neighborhood.  Overflows 

from Taylor Creek cause flooding and cut off neighborhood access via the Access Road, resulting in 

hazardous conditions for people and damage to property. This condition occurs during large floods on 

the Cedar River (about a 5% ACF). Under flood conditions, deep and fast flows over the roadway 

create hazardous conditions for people, property, and infrastructure. 

The Project will remove approximately 1,400 linear feet of the Jan Road levee (levee) face rock and fill 

prism to provide increased flood conveyance and floodplain reconnection. The project would also 

include a setback levee and conveyance improvements to reduce flooding in the Jan Road 

neighborhood and to prevent isolation of residents during large floods. This project will also include 

elements to improve natural floodplain functions and enhance aquatic habitat. 

The Rutledge-Johnson Floodplain Reconnection project (Rutledge-Johnson project), located directly 

upstream (approximately between RM 13.1 and 13.6), is currently in the planning phase, carried out by 

the King County Ecological Restoration and Engineering Services Unit (ERES).  Modifications to the 

Rutledge-Johnson levee, just upstream of the Jan Road Project area at RM 13.45, are proposed for the 

future and would likely include reconnection of an existing left bank floodplain side channel between 

RM 13.50 and 13.20, changing flow patterns in the Cedar River at the Jan Road project site. Because 

modifications at the Rutledge-Johnson levee would directly affect the Jan Road Project, a qualitative 

analysis of potential effects is included in this document.  

1.4 PROJECT GOALS  

The project goals are (King County, 2006, 2017a, and 2017b): 

1. Reduce overall flood risks to people, property, and infrastructure. 

2. Ensure the flood protection infrastructure (levee and revetment) meets current engineering 

standards, to minimize maintenance costs. 

3. Provide required mitigation for the 2017 Cedar River wood relocation efforts. 

4. Improve natural river processes, function, and habitat, where feasible. 
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Figure 1. Jan Road Vicinity and Site Map 
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Figure 2. Neighborhood flooding during the January 2009 Flood (9,390 cfs at USGS gage 12119000 in 

Renton). View is Looking North along SR169. 

 

Figure 3. Overbank flows from Taylor Creek overtopping the roadway during the February 2020 Flood 

(9,620 cfs at USGS Cedar River gage 12119000 in Renton). View is Looking West along SE 197th Pl. 
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2.0 PROJECT CONSTRAINTS, OPPURTUNITIES, AND PREFERENCES  

The project goals and objectives have been used to identify project specific constraints and 

opportunities.   

• Project constraints are objectives that are clearly defined and must be achieved.   

• Project opportunities are improvements consistent with the project objectives as defined in the 

Project Charter (King County, 2018). 

• Design preferences are based on input from various project partners and stakeholders on how 

to achieve the project goals.    

2.1 CONSTRAINTS 

The following constraints were applied to all project alternatives: 

• Reduce risk of isolation for residents during flood events. 

• Reduce vulnerability/future maintenance needs on the CRT7 Revetment by reducing erosive 
forces along the facility. 

• Reduce vulnerability/future maintenance needs on the Jan Road Levee by constructing a new, 
more robust facility along a more appropriate geomorphic alignment. 

• Demonstrate no negative impacts on flood levels within the project reach. 

• Design all flood protection infrastructure to meet current engineering standards for stability. 

• Design of all flood protection infrastructure will consider a 50-year design life. 

• Large wood placement, within the main channel and floodplain, in accordance with the 2017 
Cedar River Wood Relocation Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA). The HPA requires that the final 
mitigation plan be developed through collaboration with King County, Washington Department 
of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Fisheries Division (MITFD) 
(WDFW, 2017). 

2.2 OPPORTUNITIES 

The following are opportunities that could be achieved in addition to the flood risk reduction and large 

wood mitigation constraints identified above: 

• Reduce number of people with flooding above finished floor. 

• Increase the amount of slow water/edge habitat available to salmonids for rearing/refuge, 
through restoration of geomorphic processes. 

• Seek opportunities to obtain funding from other Project partners. 

• Create upstream to downstream improvements of King County determinants of Equity and 
Social Justice. 

• Minimize project costs (capital costs, property costs, ease of implementation and schedule 
[permits and right-of-way]) 

2.3 DESIGN PREFERENCES 

As noted above, various project elements also serve as mitigation for aquatic habitat impacts 
associated with the relocation of large wood within the Cedar River in 2017, including levee removal, 
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side channel excavation, and large wood placement. The design of these elements is directed by the 
Mitigation Design Committee (composed of representatives from WDFW, MITFD, and King County), in 
accordance with the 2017 Cedar River Wood Relocation HPA (WDFW, 2017). The second Design 
Mitigation Committee meeting included general discussion of project alternatives. The following are 
design preferences, resulting from those conversations: 

• Project elements should limit environmental impacts, to the extent feasible. 

• Levee setback alignment should be designed to allow for greatest area of floodplain 
reconnection available, given property constraints. 

• Floodplain reconnection and side channel extents, and large wood count, as provided in the 
HPA should be considered minimal.  To the extent feasible, employ efforts to increase these 
numbers, given property constraints. 

• Placement of large wood in the mainstem is preferred, to the extent practicable, given boater 
safety design considerations. 

• Project elements that promote channel widening and sediment storage are preferred. 

• Passive flood protection elements are preferred.  Where feasible, floodplain roughening, as a 
component of the overall flood protection system, should be considered.  

• New or upgraded roadway drainage culverts should be designed to current fish passage 
standards. 

 
Additionally, project concepts were discussed with the local Jan Road community at a neighborhood 
meeting in June of 2019.  The following are design preferences, resulting from those conversations: 

 

• Project design elements resulting in limited need for new right-of-way are preferred. 

• Project design elements resulting in limited temporary traffic disruptions and noise are preferred.  

• Project design elements resulting in a new driving surface are preferred. 

• Project design elements resulting in reductions in flood levels on private property are preferred. 

• Project design elements resulting in an increase in river shade are preferred. 
 

3.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS 

Preliminary hydraulic, geomorphic, geotechnical and habitat analyses have been prepared to 

characterize existing conditions, generally consistent with the measures used to evaluate project 

alternative performance. 

3.1 FLOOD RISK REDUCTION 

3.1.1 Neighborhood Flooding 

Flood flows in the Cedar River are contained within the river channel for flood flows below the 10% ACF 

(4,820 cfs). At this level, the right bank floodplain within the project area becomes inundated starting at 

around RM 13.00. At about the 5% ACF (6,020 cfs) , backwater from the Cedar River causes Taylor 

Creek to overtop its banks and overflow from the right bank north over the neighborhood access road 

and into the floodplain area east of the road. The inundated area expands with increasing flood levels 

so that the entire Cedar River floodplain area is covered for the 1% ACF (9,440 cfs) (see Figure 4). 
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Flooding of the sole access roadway occurs in various locations along the roadway.  Maximum depths 

occur along SE 197th Place, and are estimated to be 6 and 17 inches, for the 5 and 1% ACF, 

respectively. Six inches of water will reach the bottom of most passenger vehicles and cause loss of 

control and steering, while 12 inches of water can cause many vehicles to float away (FEMA, 2007).  

Floods of a 5% ACF and greater would result in isolation of 36 people. Additionally, numerous homes 

are either surrounded by flood water or have flooding above the finished floor (See Table 1). See 

Appendix A for additional information on flooding in the Project Area. 

 

 

Figure 4. 1% ACF Inundation (9,440 cfs) 

 

SE 197th Place Overflow 
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Table 1. Summary of Roadway and Neighborhood Flood Risks 

Flood Event 

Maximum Depth of 
Flooding Over 

Roadway (inches) 

Number of People 
Isolated Due to 

Roadway 
Inundation 

Number of People 
with Floodwater 

Surrounding Occupied 
Structures 

Number of People 
with Flooding 

Above the 
Finished Floor 

5% ACF (6,020 cfs) 6 36 5 0 

1% ACF  (9,440 cfs) 17 36 22 2 

The existing conditions hydraulic analysis is documented in Appendix A. 

3.1.2 Flood Protection Facility Stability 

The Jan Road Levee and CRT7 Revetment were evaluated for stability for a scoured and non-scoured 

condition using general guidelines set forth by the USACE Stability criteria represent a factor of safety 

against failure. Levee and revetment stability analyses are documented in Appendix E. Overall 

geotechnical site characterization and design recommendations are provided in the Preliminary 

Geotechnical Characterization Report (King County, 2019) . 

The Jan Road Levee facility was found to be reasonably stable for the majority of stability analysis 

conditions, except for the static scoured condition with long-term base flow. However, additional 

analyses determined seepage exit gradients at the landside toe of the levee, for the 1% ACF, to exceed 

USACE recommended values (See Appendix E). The Jan Road Levee was found to be stable under all 

stability scenarios for the non-scoured condition. 

The findings from the CRT7 revetment risk assessment (See Appendix E) showed the revetment is tall, 

steep, and primarily comprised of loose fill soils creating a baseline condition of marginal stability. The 

stability of the CRT7 revetment considered failure locations at the back of the revetment rock, riverward 

edge of the Cedar River Trail, and at the riverward edge of SR 169. The risk assessment showed:  

• For failure locations at back of the revetment rock, the revetment is unstable for all cases and 

conditions, except rapid drawdown. The likelihood of instability or failure of the armor rock and 

waterward side revetment is high. The consequence of this type of failure is the exposure of the 

underlying revetment soils to additional bank scour during subsequent flood events and a 

progressive failure that could compromise the trail. A progressive failure is unlikely to manifest 

rapidly and unlikely to present a hazard to the life-safety of trail users. The trail is not a vital 

transportation corridor, but it is a secondary regional multi-modal path. The revetment and trail 

do not contain other critical infrastructure like significant utilities. Therefore, the risk of 

progressive instability or failure of the trail is moderate. The risk of a progressive failure of SR 

169 is low. 

• For failure locations at the riverward edge of the Cedar River Trail, the revetment is generally 

stable under non-scoured conditions, but the number of unstable cases increase under potential 

scour conditions. The likelihood of instability or failure of the trail outside of the progressive 

failure scenario described above is moderate. A sudden failure of the trail could pose a hazard 

to the life-safety of trail users. Relatively low consequence of failure result in a moderate risk of 

instability or failure of the trail. 
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• For failure locations at the riverward edge of SR 169, the revetment is stable for all cases and 
conditions. The likelihood of instability or failure of SR 169 is very low. SR 169 is a vital 
transportation corridor and sudden failure of SR 169 would pose a significant hazard to the life-
safety of the highway users. However, due to the very low likelihood of this scenario occurring, 
the risk of instability or failure of SR 169 is very low. 

3.2 RIVERINE PROCESS, FUNCTIONS AND HABITAT 

3.2.1 Geomorphic Conditions 

The existing geomorphic conditions in the Cedar River watershed have been greatly influenced by flow 

regulation and diversion , extensive timber harvest, levees and revetments construction, and floodplain 

development. . The existing conditions geomorphology report is included in Appendix C. 

Existing streambank conditions include riprap along levees and revetments and unmodified banks 

along the inside bends. Most of these banks are relatively stable and show little sign of erosion within 

the Project Area. The CRT7 revetment at RM 13.15 has experienced scour in the past. Existing large 

wood levels in the Project Area are relatively low. The majority of this wood was small (less than 13 feet 

long and 8 inches in diameter), with only one piece large enough to be considered a key piece (wood 

that is large enough to be stable and accumulate additional wood). 

Bedload transport occurs under high flow conditions when streamflow has enough energy to entrain 

and move sediment on the riverbed. Existing substrate on the surface of the riverbed  in the Project 

Area consists primarily of gravel and cobble sized particles. Based on hydraulic modeling, mobilization 

of channel substrate within the Project Area generally begins between the 50 and 10% ACF (2,420 and 

4,820 cfs). Areas upstream of the Project Area where flows are not as constrained and able to spread 

out into the floodplain, resulting in lower main channel shear stresses and finer and more varied 

substrate sizes.  

The Cedar River within the Project Area is predominantly confined by levees and revetments, limiting 

the opportunity for channel migration. In addition, several potential avulsion pathways were identified in 

low-lying areas of the floodplain if levees are removed. The Channel Migration Zone (CMZ) and areas 

of avulsion potential are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Potential Avulsion Pathways in the Project Vicinity if Levees or Revetments are Removed or 

Breached 

3.2.2 Habitat 

Aquatic habitat value in the study reach has been diminished by past and ongoing land use and 

management practices and the presence of channel confining levees and revetments. The river is 

disconnected from the floodplain in the study reach upstream of RM 13.12, and the floodplain in the 

study reach downstream of this point is developed for residential uses. Revetments and steepened 

banks discourage riparian growth along the immediate bank area, and historic efforts to remove wood 

from the streambed have reduced habitat-forming processes such as scour pool formation, sediment 

retention, and velocity control. Habitat conditions are discussed in detail in Appendix F. 

Fish habitat was evaluated for adult and juvenile Chinook salmon, adult sockeye, and juvenile rainbow 

trout/steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss) to evaluate relative habitat suitability in the Cedar River 

between the mouth of Taylor Creek at the upstream end of the study reach, and RM 12.9 at the 

downstream end. Habitat suitability was characterized based on modeled hydraulic conditions 

corresponding to median flows during typical spawning (350 cfs), spring rearing (490 cfs), and flood 

Notes: 
1. Avulsion into an old left bank side channel if the upstream Rutledge-Johnson levee is altered or removed;  
2. Avulsion into old main channel locations on the right bank if the right bank levee near RM 13.8 were altered or breached 
3. Unlikely, higher elevation avulsion pathway into an old mainstem channel on the right bank near Taylor Creek if the river breached the 

existing roadway/levee at the mouth of Taylor Creek 
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refuge (50% ACF, 2,420 cfs) life stage relevant flow conditions. A dimensionless Habitat Suitability 

Index (HSI) derived from habitat preference relationships for flow conditions (water depth and velocity) 

developed by WDFW (WDFW, 2016). HSI's range from 0 to 1, with 1 being the most preferred flow 

condition. Figure 6 shows an example of how the combined velocity and depth data reveals the relative 

habitat suitability within the study reach. The gradient of colors shown in the channel reflect areas 

where flow conditions result in habitat of low (< 0.3), moderate (0.3 – 0.7), and high suitability (> 0.7). 

Figure 7 shows the summed weighted useable area within the project area for each species and life 

stage evaluated, separated by low, moderate, and high suitability. This suitability assessment is strictly 

based on depth and velocity and does not incorporate temperature, cover, substrate and other 

important habitat parameters. 

 

Figure 6. Rearing Habitat Suitability for Juvenile Chinook, Existing Conditions 
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Figure 7. Instream Habitat Suitability at Existing Conditions. 

The majority of the study reach contains relatively low habitat suitability for subject life stages and 

species other than spawning Chinook. The project reach contains a relatively large area of highly and 

moderately suitable Chinook spawning habitat compared to other species and life-stages, notably in the 

reach along the CRT7 revetment between RM 12.90 and 13.13. Sockeye spawning habitat suitability is 

relatively low throughout the entire project reach except along the fringes of the inside of meander 

bends, the bar at RM 13.05, and the mouth of Taylor Creek.  

Chinook holding habitat suitability is relatively low throughout the entire project reach except for the 

high habitat suitability at a scour pool located at RM 13.15 and at the mouth of Taylor Creek. 

Rearing habitat for juvenile Chinook is an important consideration in this reach of the Cedar River and 

is shown in Figure 6. Low to moderate juvenile Chinook rearing habitat suitability predominates in the 

project reach with small area of high habitat suitability along the river edge at RM 13.35, 13.24, at the 

scour pool at RM 13.15, and the channel bar at RM 13.0. The area of moderate juvenile O. mykiss 

rearing habitat suitability is more widespread in the project reach compared to Chinook habitat, 

including the high habitat suitability at the scour pool at RM 13.15. 

Flood refuge habitat suitability is low throughout reach except along a narrow fringe of the river, at 

Taylor Creek and the scour pool at RM 13.15. The lobe of floodplain that extends into the Rutledge – 

Johnson site provides relatively higher habitat suitability for juvenile O. mykiss flood refuge at existing 

conditions. 

See Appendix F for a full set of habitat suitability maps and a complete summary of the habitat 

suitability analysis. 
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4.0 DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES 

The constraints, opportunities, and design preferences identified above were used by the design 

consultant (Tetra Tech) and King County to develop two alternatives for further analysis.  These 

alternatives consider the majority of the design opportunities and preferences identified  . 

4.1 PRELIMINARY CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT  

Preliminary design concepts were developed based the goals of the project, recommendations in the 

Cedar River Capital Investment Strategy (CIS), and input from members Mitigation Design Committee 

(MITFD and WDFW). The preliminary design concepts included modifications to the existing levee, 

access road improvements, new setback flood protection facilities, and floodplain modification including 

side channel excavation. The preliminary design concepts were combined into two conceptual design 

scenarios which evolved into specific project alternatives. Preliminary design concepts are presented in 

Appendix H with additional discussion of roadway and drainage features in Appendix I. 

Based on the information generated through concept development, landowners in the project area were 

contacted regarding property needs.  

4.2 ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

Two general project alternatives were developed based on the conceptual design scenarios and 

property constraints. Key features of the alternatives were refined to address flood, erosion, and 

geotechnical risks identified during analysis of existing conditions. Hydraulic modeling, geomorphic, and 

geotechnical analysis showed three key findings.  

• Raising the Access Road would require additional drainage upgrades to maintain existing 

drainage patterns. 

• Geotechnical, geomorphic, and hydraulic analyses, paired with comanager input, resulted in 

consideration for full removal of the Jan Road Levee under both alternatives. 

• Placement of main channel wood on left bank upstream of the revetment, to redirect erosive 

flows away from the revetment and meet the requests of the Mitigation Design Committee 

(placement of large wood within mainstem and protection of existing pool and cover near the 

bend at RM 13.15) (see Figure 8 and Figure 9).  

Both alternatives achieve the project goals to reduce flood risks and future flood protection facility 

repairs, mitigate for the 2017 large wood relocation, and enhance river function and habitat.  Both 

alternatives remove the existing Jan Road Levee and construct a new setback levee, but differ in how 

they reduce flood risks to isolated residents. In general, Alternative 1 provides egress for residents 

during floods via a raised roadway, while Alternative 2 achieves this goal through a setback levee 

alignment that captures a portion of overbank flow from Taylor Creek and conveys this flow back to the 

Cedar River. Concept level design drawings are provided in Appendix G. 
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4.3 ALTERNATIVES FOR EVALUATION 

Two potential alternatives were developed to achieve the project’s goals to reduce flood risks, enhance 

river function and habitat and mitigate past wood relocation efforts, all in alignment with current 

engineering standards. The alternatives and their components are described below.   

4.3.1 Alternative 1: Raised Roadway and Levee Setback 

Alternative 1 restores access to the Jan Road neighborhood, up to at least the 1% ACF (9,440 cfs), by 

raising the height of approximately 1,980 linear feet of the private sole access roadway, upgrading the 

existing culvert under SE 197th Place and installing a new culvert approximately 160 feet to the west of 

the existing SE 197th Pl culvert (Figure 8). These culverts would be used to convey overbank flows from 

Taylor Creek safely through the neighborhood and floodplain and would be fish passable.  

To meet flood conveyance goals, the private sole access roadway would be raised between 1.5 and 2.5 

feet above the existing ground surface and widened to 28-feet, along the extents noted above. Two 

additional culverts would be installed under 221st Avenue SE to convey floodwaters under the raised 

roadway to maintain existing drainage patterns. Six overhead utility poles would need to be relocated in 

order to accommodate a 28-feet wide Access Road section and meet King County Roads Standards. 

Three of the six utility poles to be relocated also include guy anchors and one utility pole has a guy 

anchor and transformer. Utility pole relocation would require coordination with the managing utility and 

additional permanent easements. Widening of the Access Road would require permanent easements 

for 5 properties located along the raised roadway. 

Additionally, the existing Jan Road Levee would be removed, including bank armoring down to the 

approximate thalweg elevation, to allow for channel migration into the project area. A new 2,000 foot-

long setback levee would be constructed along the northern project boundary, between approximately 

RM 13.02 and 13.38. The new facility would be about 2,000 feet long with the upstream end located at 

about the upstream extents of the existing Jan Road Levee. The height of the facility would range from 

approximately 4 to 6 feet above the ground surface, width between 28 and 40 feet, with a sill elevation 

set to provide approximately 1 foot of freeboard for the 1% ACF (9,440 cfs) water surface elevation. 

This facility would be designed to meet current engineering standards for stability. The top of the levee 

would be surfaced with gravel and maintained to accommodate maintenance vehicle access. Scour 

protection measures that integrate large wood would be considered, to enhance aquatic habitat and 

meet the requirements of the 2017 Cedar River Wood Relocation HPA. A maintenance access road 

would be constructed in a permanent easement to connect the setback levee to the private sole access 

roadway.  

Further, elevations in some areas would be lowered to reconnect about 10 acres of floodplain to the 

river. About 2,100 feet of primary and secondary side channels, native vegetation, and large wood 

would be added to the reconnected floodplain to help convey flood flows and improve instream and 

riparian habitat. The side channel inlets are located at a point of maximum hydraulic efficiency with 

respect to flow apportionment in the Cedar River. Channel outlets are located at localized deeper 

sections of the main channel. Channel alignments generally follow low points in existing ground 

surface. 

The primary side channel is sized to provide a minimum of one foot of depth during the summer low 

flow period (147 cfs) to provide suitable habitat conditions for various fish species and life stages. The 

channel would be excavated 2 to 8 feet belowground surface to engage with existing floodplain 
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alluvium (gravel and cobble), expected to occur at depths ranging from 3 to 5 feet below the ground 

surface (King County, 2019).  

The secondary side channel will be activated at about 480 cfs . The channel would be excavated 

approximately 5 feet below ground surface in the existing overbank sand, fill, or floodplain alluvium 

(gravel and cobble) depending on location. 

Property needs consider full fee acquisition, permanent easement, and temporary construction 

easement - however, the scale of property needs varies between alternatives.  Five temporary 

construction and permanent easements are required for implementation of Alternative 1.      

See Appendix B and Appendix D for additional detail on alternative components. 

  

Figure 8. Site Map - Alternative 1: Raised Roadway and Levee Setback 
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4.3.2 Alternative 2: Levee Setback and Extension 

Alternative 2 restores access to the Jan Road neighborhood, up to at least the 1% ACF (9,440 cfs), by 

extending the levee upstream to capture a portion of overbank flows from Taylor Creek and conveying 

it back to the Cedar River. The existing culvert under SE 197th Place would be upgraded for safe 

conveyance of the remaining overbank flows from Taylor Creek through the neighborhood and 

floodplain (Figure 9).   

 

Figure 9. Site Map - Alternative 2 Levee Setback and Extension 

As in Alternative 1, the Jan Road Levee would be removed from RM 13.13 to 13.36. including bank 

armoring down to the approximate thalweg elevation, to allow for channel migration into the project 

area. A new setback levee would be constructed along the northern project boundary between 

approximately RM 12.96 and 13.38. The alignment of the setback levee follows the Alternative 1 

alignment from the downstream connection for about 1,900 feet to the intersection of SE 197th Place 

and 221st Avenue SE. At this point, the setback levee continues along the road and terminates just 

beyond the curve at that intersection. The Alternative 2 setback levee is about 1,900 feet long. The 

height of the facility would range from 4 to 6 feet, above the ground surface with 28 to 40 foot bottom 

width, and a sill elevation set at approximately 6 inches freeboard for the 1% ACF water surface 
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elevation. This facility would be designed to meet current engineering standards for stability. The top of 

the levee would be surfaced with gravel and maintained to accommodate maintenance vehicle access . 

Scour protection measures that integrate large wood would be considered, to enhance aquatic habitat 

and meet the requirements of the 2017 Cedar River Wood Relocation HPA. A maintenance access 

road in a permanent easement would be constructed to connect the setback levee to the private sole 

access roadway.   

Similar to Alternative 1, the floodplain would be regraded in some areas to reconnect it to the river. Side 

channels, native vegetation, and large wood would be added to the reconnected floodplain to help 

convey flood flows and improve instream and riparian habitat. The configuration of the primary and 

secondary side channels are identical between the alternatives. 

Two temporary construction easements and three permanent easements are required for 

implementation of Alternative 2.      

See Appendix B and Appendix D for additional detail on alternative components. 

5.0 ALTERNATIVES COST ESTIMATES 

The planning level opinion of probable costs is shown in Table 2. Planning level costs are comprised of 

construction cost, property acquisition and 50-year life-cycle costs. 

5.1  CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

Construction costs are based on a planning level estimate of material quantities cost for all phases of 

construction, including clearing, erosion control, mass grading, installation of project features and site 

restoration. Construction costs were estimated using line item cost data from a variety of sources, with 

the primary source being projects within King County, of similar type and scale, over the past two years. 

The estimates include costs for utility coordination and relocation. A sales tax rate of 8.6% is also 

included in these estimates. Costs from previous projects were escalated to estimated 2020 costs using 

construction inflation estimates.  

5.2 DESIGN ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, 
CONTINGENCY, AND INFLATION 

Design engineering costs have been estimated as 30 percent of the total estimated construction costs.  

Construction Management costs have been estimated as eight percent of the estimated construction 

costs. 

A contingency of 50 percent of the subtotal (construction cost plus design engineering and construction 

management) has been added, consistent with values recommended by the King County Project 

Management Manual for the projects of similar scale and complexity. This contingency is intended to 

cover both changes due to unknowns and smaller cost details, omitted at this phase of the Project. 

An annual inflation rate of 2.9 percent (USACE, 2019a) was also applied to estimate increases in 

construction costs from the 2020 baseline estimate to the anticipated 2022 construction schedule.  
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Estimated total project costs, including construction costs are summarized within Table 4 of Section 

5.3. More detailed construction cost estimate information is provided in Appendix J.   

5.3 MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION LIFE-CYCLE COSTS 

The life cycle costs represent the present worth value of the maintenance, assuming a 50-year design 

life. This cost includes facility and structure maintenance, vegetation removal, and permitting costs. The 

present worth value discount rate is assumed to be 2.75 percent based on the federal rate for 2020 

(USACE, 2019b). 

In both alternatives, the roadway would remain owned and maintained by the landowners, which 

includes King County. New drainage and levee features would be maintained by the County as part of 

routine inspection and maintenance of the overall project flood protection system. 

Standard maintenance costs have been used for new flood protection project elements and the County 

owned portion of the private sole access roadway. Design, permitting, and implementation for minor 

repairs to the levee and large wood structures are included in the life-cycle cost estimate. Estimated 

total project costs, including life-cycle costs are summarized within Table 2 of Section 5.4. More 

detailed life-cycle cost estimate information is provided in in Appendix J. 

5.4 COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY 

Table 2 below provides a cost summary for each alternative.  Total project costs are rounded to the 

nearest thousand dollars.  A more comprehensive estimate breakdown is provided in Appendix J.  

Alternative 1 has an appreciably higher cost estimate due primarily to roadway upgrades and 

associated right-of-way, additional roadway culverts, and more extensive overhead power utility 

relocation. 

Table 2. Alternative Cost Summary 

Cost Itema 
Alternative 1: Roadway 

Upgrades and Levee Setback 
Alternative 2: Levee Setback 

and Extension 

Construction Cost  $6,636,000 $6,125,000 

Design Engineering $1,991,000 $1,838,000 

Construction Management $531,000 $490,000 

Property Costsb $856,000 $606,000 

Life-Cycle Cost  $485,000 $414,000 

Total Project Cost $10,499,000 $9,473,000 

a. Costs are rounded to the nearest $1,000. 

b. Costs based on King County Assessments Department 2020 appraised property values. 
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6.0 PERFORMANCE OF ALTERNATIVES 

6.1 FLOOD RISK REDUCTION 

6.1.1 Neighborhood Flooding 

One of the primary goals of the project is related to reducing flood risks for people and property. Table 

3 below provides a summary of the performance of the alternatives, with respect to restoration of 

vehicular egress and reductions to flood levels on private property. Inspection of the results show that 

both alternatives restore vehicular egress during a 1% ACF.  Additionally, the number of people with 

floodwater surrounding occupied structures, during the 1% ACF, is reduced by about 33 percent. 

Appendix B provides additional detail on neighborhood flooding and the hydraulic analysis of the 

alternatives. 

Table 3. Summary of Neighborhood Flood Risks in the Project Area  

 Flood Event 

Maximum 
Depth of 

Flooding Over 
Roadway 
(inches) 

Number of 
People Isolated 

Due to 
Roadway 
Inundation 

Number of People 
with Floodwater 

Surrounding 
Occupied 
Structures 

Number of 
People with 

Flooding Above 
the Finished 

Floor 

Existing Condition 5% ACF 
(6,020 cfs) 

6 36 5 0 

1% ACF 
(9,440 cfs) 

16 36 22 2 

Alternative 1: 
Raised Roadway 
and Levee Setback 

5% ACF 0 0 2 0 

1% ACF  0 0 14 0 

Alternative 2: 
Levee Setback and 
Extension 

5% ACF  0 0 2 0 

1% ACF  6a 0 14 0 

1% ACF  
6a 0 14 0 

a. Less than 6 inches but reported as 6 inches due to rounding 

Modifications to the Rutledge-Johnson levee, just upstream of the Jan Road Project area at RM 13.45, 

proposed in the near term, will reconnect the existing left bank floodplain side channel, currently 

functioning as a backwater and bypass channel, under low and high flow conditions, respectively.  

For the Rutledge – Johnson scenario without the Jan Road alternatives, river flow diverted through the 

Rutledge – Johnson project site due to levee removal will increase from 6% to 25%, resulting in an 

increase in flow through the site of about 1,400 cfs, for the 1% ACF. This increase in flow through the 

Rutledge – Johnson site will reduce the volume of flow in the Cedar River, between RM 13.2 and 13.5, 
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leading to reductions in river stage by about 0.4 feet within these extents. For the 1% ACF, flood depths 

over SE 197th Place will decrease to about 11 inches compared to 17 inches for existing conditions. 

Stage reduction in this reach will reduce SE 197th SE overflows by approximately 250 cfs, but increase 

main channel flows by a similar amount near RM 13.2, where the Rutledge – Johnson overflow channel 

connects to the main channel, just upstream of the CRT7 Revetment. Increased flow in the river at this 

location translates to increases in water surface elevations of about 0.1 feet, near the CRT7 Revetment 

and by about 0.05 feet at RM 12.9. The increase in flow also results in a slightly increased velocities, 

adjacent to the CRT7 Revetment, of about 0.1 fps.  

Floodplain channel reconnection will affect hydraulic conditions in the Cedar River at Taylor Creek and 

reduce SE 197th Place overflows associated with the 1% ACF by an additional 180 cfs (32% reduction 

for Jan Road Alternative 1 and 38% reduction for Jan Road Alternative 2), compared to the Jan Road 

alternative alone –  however, flood depths over SE 197th Place would remain similar to that of the Jan 

Road alternative scenario without the Rutledge – Johnson project.  

6.1.2 Flood Protection Facility Stability 

Stability was re-evaluated for the CRT7 Revetment at the critical scour location. Stability was not 

evaluated at the Jan Road Levee because both alternatives include removal of this facility. Also, the 

new facility will be design to meet current levee design standards for stability. The hydraulic analysis 

showed that the 1% ACF (9,440 cfs) water surface elevation would be lowered by almost 1.5 feet for 

both project alternatives. Similarly, bed scour elevation would be about 1.6 to 1.7 feet higher compared 

to existing conditions. The CRT7 Revetment was re-evaluated for stability using the improved hydraulic 

conditions. Revetment stability is documented in Appendix E. 

The revetment stability analysis showed that the changes in hydraulic conditions have no significant 

effect on stability at this facility. Due to its geometry and composition, the revetment stability is not 

sensitive to minor changes in water levels and scour depths.  Additionally, hydraulic conditions near the 

CR7 Revetment, considering the Rutledge-Johnson project alternative, are relatively the same as the 

Jan Road only alternative. The risks described above are not significantly changed by the project 

alternatives or the Rutledge-Johnson project concept evaluated. 

Over the long term, channel migration could manifest in a scenario where the river could migrate into 

the right bank, encroach against the new setback levee and direct the main river channel back toward 

the revetment, increasing flows and shear stresses on the revetment along with the likelihood of 

instability or failure, increasing the risk elements described above. The river could migrate into the new 

primary side channel on the right floodplain and likely further reduce flows and shear stresses on the 

revetment; thereby potentially reducing the vulnerability of the revetment and the related risk elements 

described above. The intent of the proposed large wood structures between the bend at RM 13.15 and 

RM 13.20 (see Figure 8 and Figure 9) is to push the channel thalweg away from the bank line over time 

to reduce erosive forces and increase overall protection of infrastructure. 

Potential channel migration associated with proposed conditions are presented in Section 6.2.1. 
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6.2 RIVERINE PROCESS, FUNTIONS AND HABITAT 

6.2.1 Geomorphic Function 

The potential for geomorphic change under Alternatives 1 and 2 is similar, so analysis and the following 

summary applies to either alternative. Detail on the geomorphic response can be found in Appendix D. 

The hydraulic analysis of the alternatives showed a slight reduction in flow in the mainstem Cedar River 

through the project as a result of flow into the side channel, which will slightly reduce the size of surficial 

sediment  that is mobilized under a given peak flow condition. This reduction in transport capacity will 

likely result in sediment deposition and/or an overall reduction in the size of the surficial sediment in the 

mainstem river between RM 13.00 and 13.30 (between the primary side channel inlet and outlet). 

Bedload transport in the Cedar River is initiated under approximately 10% ACF (4,820 cfs) and higher 

conditions, so bed changes in the main channel will likely be most pronounced during these peak flow 

conditions.  

The secondary side channel is designed to be flowing full for the 50% ACF (2,420 cfs) but will be 

activated at about 480 cfs. Based on observations of a similar secondary side channel at the Rainbow 

Bend Project (a few miles downstream), it is possible that the secondary side channel mouth may fill 

with sand and fine gravel which would reduce the likelihood of water in this secondary channel under 

the design peak flow. Strategies to minimize fine sediment deposition should be explored as 

engineering design progresses.  

Levee removal and side channel excavation will allow the mainstem Cedar River to migrate laterally 

toward the right bank and floodplain. Planned installation of abundant large wood structures in the side 

channel may decrease the potential for bank erosion in the two side channels.  

Removal of the Jan Road Levee and construction of two side channels in the floodplain will allow the 

mainstem Cedar River to migrate into the right bank floodplain (see Figure 10). Based on other levee 

removal projects in the vicinity, it is anticipated that channel migration will proceed via channel widening 

at the apex of the RM 13.25 -13.35 meander bend (at the upstream end of the primary side channel). 

The rate of widening/migration is anticipated to be up to 20 over the short term (0-10 years) and up to 

70 feet over medium term (10 – 20 years) assuming moderate flows occur during this period. Over the 

long term (20+ years), it is anticipated that the bend at RM 13.35 to continue migrating laterally toward 

the new setback levee, likely resulting in one of two planform configurations, as it moves through the 

Project site: 

1. Into the primary side channel which could convert the primary side channel into the main 

channel and the current main channel into a side channel. This would result in less flow against 

the CRT7 revetment at the current location but could shift erosive forces to a location closer to 

RM 13.00. 

2. If the channel migrates into the curve of the setback levee, the levee could direct the flow 

around the bend and in a southerly direction back towards the CRT7 revetment at a point 

upstream of the current impingement point. This scenario is less likely but possible over the long 

term. 

The projected channel positions shown in Figure 10, show a potential maximum impingement of flood 

protection facilities representative of a 50-year timescale. 
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Figure 10. Potential Long-Term Channel Migration Pathways 

Large wood will be placed within the main channel, side channels, and floodplain to be in contact with 

slow water areas or in ways to form scour pools or trap sediment, in accordance with the 2017 Cedar 

River Wood Relocation HPA. The HPA requires that the final mitigation plan be developed through 

collaboration with King County, Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and the 

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Fisheries Division (MITFD) (WDFW, 2017). Based on observations of other 

similar projects in the Cedar River, it is anticipated that the mainstem wood structures will collect 

additional large wood, particularly any structures located at the outside of meander bends and at the 

primary side channel inlet. Channel widening in the mainstem and side channels is likely and could 

recruit additional large wood as mature trees on the floodplain are undercut and topple into the 

channel(s). Overall, wood loading levels are expected to increase over current conditions, due to 

increased floodplain and channel roughness, allowing for greater recruitment potential within the reach, 

and channel migration into the project site, leading to recruitment of trees from the project area. 

Constructed large wood jams will be designed to accommodate racking of additional wood transported 

from upstream areas. 

Installation of large wood structures as a component of the alternatives will help encourage flow into 

side channel(s), increase channel and floodplain roughness, reduce velocities and inducing sediment 
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deposition, as well as locally increased velocities, resulting in scour pool creation. Large wood will also 

be secured (anchoring, ballasting, or pinning) between existing floodplain trees so that it remains in 

place in areas where stable wood is desired (e.g., locations where wood jams are desired to stay in 

place to direct flow or protect banks).Modifications to the Rutledge-Johnson levee, just upstream of the 

Jan Road Project area at RM 13.45, proposed in the near term, will reconnect the existing left bank 

floodplain side channel, currently functioning as a backwater and bypass channel, under low and high 

flow conditions, respectively. The hydraulic and geomorphic analysis showed that the floodplain 

reconnection as currently configured for this project would result in an almost imperceptible decrease in 

shear stress and critical particle diameter between RM 13.20 and 13.50 under 50% ACF conditions and 

a small but visible difference under 1% ACF conditions. These changes would likely have a minor effect 

on geomorphic conditions at the Jan Road Project site in the long term or under large peak flow 

conditions, but likely imperceptible differences in the short term. 

6.2.2 Habitat 

Side channel construction associated with both alternatives will increase the area of instream habitat by 

0.8 acre for spawning flows, 1.0 acre for rearing flows, and 1.5 acres for flood refuge. Table 4 

summarizes the area created in the side channels at median flows during fall spawning and spring 

rearing, and for flood refuge (50% ACF, 2,420 cfs). Generally, most of the new area is located in the 

primary side channel, and the secondary side channel is largely inactive except for during flood stages 

when the secondary side channel is activated and provides important refuge during flood events.  

Table 4. Side Channel Area Created with Alternatives for Salmonid Life Stages 

 Spawning Median Flow 
(350 cfs) 

Rearing Median Flow (482 
cfs) 

Flood Refuge (2-year 
recurrence; 2419 cfs) 

Primary Side Channel  
0.80 acres 

(34,800 square feet) 
0.83 acres 

(36,100 square feet) 
1.27 acres 

(55,300 square feet) 

Secondary Side Channel  
0.03 acres 

(1,300 square feet) 
0.13 acres 

(5,700 square feet) 
0.22 acres 

(9,600 square feet) 

Total Side Channel Area 
0.83 acres 

(36,100 square feet) 
0.96 acres 

(41,800 square feet) 
1.49 acres 

(64,900 square feet) 

 

The side channel and other habitat features are identical between Alternatives 1 and 2 so their impact 

on habitat suitability in the project area would also be identical. The comparison of existing and 

proposed conditions shown in Figure 11 shows that there will be an overall increase in area of 

moderate to high habitat suitability for most life stages as a result of construction of the primary side 

channel. Generally, the primary side channel substantially increases the area of moderately suitable 

habitat, primarily for spawning and rearing for all fish species evaluated. The secondary side channel 

provides a very small amount of habitat benefit for these life stages but provides important off-channel 

refuge during flood events. The exception is Chinook adult holding which will experience a slight 

reduction in the area of moderate and high habitat suitability due to somewhat reduced mainstem flows. 

It is important to note that the results of these habitat suitability modeling analyses reflect conditions 

immediately post-construction, and so habitat complexity that may form over time after project 

completion is not reflected here. Over time, we would expect habitat suitability to increase for the 

species and life stages considered here, due to formation of pools and increasing floodplain roughness 

from natural large wood recruitment. See Appendix F for a complete summary of the habitat suitability 

analysis. 
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The total area of moderately suitable Chinook spawning habitat will increase under both the 

alternatives. For spawning sockeye, the area of moderately and highly suitable habitat will increase 

substantially with the construction of the side channels. Contrary to the effect on Chinook spawning 

habitat, the model results suggest that slightly reduced flow in the Cedar River will improve mainstem 

habitat suitability for spawning sockeye. 

Moderately and highly suitable Chinook adult holding habitat in the mainstem is modeled to decrease 

slightly, and the constructed side channels are expected to provide only holding habitat of low 

suitability. Importantly, these modeling results do not include holding habitat that may be created by 

pools that form over time from placement of large wood, and so likely underestimate the area of 

suitable holding habitat post-project. Despite this, these results are informative in that they highlight the 

importance of considering large wood placement throughout the project area during design. 

Side channel construction will increase the area of moderately and highly suitable rearing habitat for 

juvenile Chinook and O. mykiss through creation of new habitat in the side channels and by increasing 

habitat suitability in the Cedar River (see Figure 12). The relative increase in suitability will be greater 

for juvenile Chinook rearing compared to O. mykiss, given that existing suitability for Chinook in the 

reach is substantially lower. Most of the increase in suitable rearing area for Chinook is found in the 

primary side channel. 

Habitat suitable for flood refuge for juvenile Chinook and O. mykiss will remain similar in the mainstem 

Cedar River but increase in the reach overall, mostly due to habitat found in the secondary side 

channel but also in the fringes of the primary side channel. Flood refuge is predicted to be somewhat 

more suitable for O. mykiss juveniles than Chinook juveniles.  

 
Figure 11. Instream Habitat Suitability with the Project Alternatives 
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Figure 12. Rearing Habitat Suitability for Juvenile Chinook; Alternative 2, Levee Setback and Extension 

7.0 EVALUATION MATRIX  

The project alternatives were evaluated using a multi-criteria decision analysis process, that involves 

assigning different weights to various types of performance measures, analyzing the performance of 

each alternative, and evaluating which alternative maximizes performance based on the weighting 

scheme. An evaluation matrix was developed by King County staff and the design consultant to provide 

an objective evaluation of the alternatives approach to meeting the Project’s objectives, opportunities, 

and design preferences. These performance measures are generally consistent and representative of 

the guiding considerations for project alternative development and evaluation. The following 

performance measures were used in the evaluation: 

Neighborhood Flooding: Evaluates flood protection and the reduction in flood risk to people property 

and infrastructure. Sub-measures include: 

• Reduce number of people isolated due to flooding over roadway 

• Reduce number of people with floodwater surrounding structure 
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• Reduce the number of people with flooding above the finished floor 

• Demonstrate no negative impacts on flood levels within the project reach 

Flood Control System Operation and Maintenance: Evaluates relative investment in resources to 

maintain a viable and sustainable facility over the long-term. Sub-measures include: 

• Reduce vulnerability/future maintenance needs on the CRT7 Revetment 

• Reduce overall future maintenance needs for new infrastructure  

Riverine Processes, Functions and Habitat: Evaluates the improvement in riverine processes, 

geomorphic and hydrologic function and aquatic and terrestrial habitat. Sub-measures include: 

• Limit environmental impacts to the extent feasible 

• Design levee setback alignment for greatest level of floodplain reconnection possible 

• Promote channel widening and sediment storage potential 

• Expand the extent of floodplain reconnection and side channel, and large wood count beyond 

the values required for the 2017 Cedar River Wood Relocation HPA 

Project Costs: Evaluates the cost of the alternative. Sub-measures include: 

• Capital Costs 

• Property Costs  

Impacts to Existing Residents: Evaluates potential project impacts during and after construction of 

the facility. Sub-measures include: 

• Limit temporary traffic and noise impacts curing construction 

• Minimize needs for new right-of-way  

Create Upstream to Downstream Improvements of King County determinants of Equity and 

Social Justice: Ability to implement a project that is equitable and publicly accepted. Sub-measures 

include: 

• Healthy built and natural environments 

• Fair law and justice system 

• Flood systems that support local food 

Provisions of the 2017 Cedar River Wood Relocation HPA are not identified as a performance 

measure, as this is a project requirement, irrespective of the alternative. 

For each performance measure evaluation, criteria (sub-measures) were established that allowed a 

quantitative assessment of each alternative. For each of the criteria, a rating scale was developed that 

allowed a point score to be assigned based on how well an alternative meets the criteria. 

King County staff developed the assigned weights and determined scores for each performance 

measure, based on analyses prepared by the design consultant team.  Each alternative was assigned a 

score for each performance measure based on the following scale: 

• 0 – Represents a complete lack of response to the performance measure and sub-measures 

• 1 – Represents a minimal response to the overall performance measure or a partial response to 
only one or two of the sub-measures 

• 2 – Represents the median level of response to the performance measure. 
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• 3 – Represents either complete achievement of or a strong response to the performance 
measure and sub-measures.   

The weighted results of the evaluation matrix are shown in Table 5.  The results indicate that 

Alternative 2 achieves the highest ranking. Provisions of the 2017 Cedar River Wood Relocation HPA 

are not identified in the table below as a performance measure, as this is a project requirement, 

irrespective of the alternative. 

Table 5. Performance Evaluation Scoring Summary 

Performance measure and sub-measures Weight Alternative 1: 
Raise Roadway 

and Levee Setback 

Alternative 2: 
Levee Setback 
and Extension 

Neighborhood Flooding 30% 3 3 

Flood Control System Operation and Maintenance 20% 2 3 

Riverine Processes, Functions and Habitat 10% 3 3 

Project Costs 10% 1 3 

Impacts to Existing Residents 20% 1 3 

Create Upstream to Downstream Improvements of King County 
determinants of Equity and Social Justice 

10% 3 3 

Weighted Total Score 100% 2.1 3.0 

 

The rationale for scoring each alternative is summarized below: 

• Minimize Neighborhood Flooding - Both alternatives scored a 3 for this metric because they 

eliminate isolation during a flood event and result in a 33 percent reduction in the number of 

people surrounded by floodwaters. Flood levels are also reduced so that no structure have a 

surrounding flood level the finished floor of the structure.  

• Reduce Flood Control System Operation and Maintenance – Alternative 1 was assigned the 

median score of 2 for this metric primarily because of the maintenance requirements associated 

with the County owned portion of the elevated roadway and the three additional culverts 

included in this alternative. Operation and maintenance activities for Alternative 2 would 

primarily be confined to the common alternative elements (levee and side channels), resulting in 

less overall maintenance requirements compared to Alternative 1, so it was assigned a score of 

3. The CRT7 revetment submeasure factored into scoring for both alternatives due to the 

reduction in water surface elevation and erosive flow velocities at the CRT7 Revetment. 

However, it was not a differentiator between the alternative because the impact on stability was 

about equal for both alternatives. Furthermore, these reductions yielded an incremental 

increase in factors of safety for stability but not enough to change with respect to meeting the 

project stability criteria.  

• Improve Riverine Processes, Functions and Habitat – Floodplain restoration and creation of 
2,100 linear feet of side channel for aquatic habitat will be nearly identical for both alternatives. 
For the reasons, listed below both alternatives are assigned as score of 3 due to their strong 
response to the performance measure:  
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o Removal of the existing Jan Road Levee and construction of two side channels in the 
floodplain will allow the mainstem Cedar River to migrate into the right bank floodplain. 

o Removal of the existing Jan Road Levee will also reconnect nearly 10 acres of floodplain 
and promote channel widening increasing the potential for sediment storage.  

o Side channel construction will provide an overall improvement in aquatic habitat for most 
fish life stages. Generally, the primary side channel substantially increases the area of 
moderate habitat suitability, primarily for spawning and rearing for all fish species 
evaluated. The secondary side channel provides a small amount of habitat benefit for 
these life stages but provides important off-channel refuge during flood events.  

o Both alternatives will provide wood loading in excess of the values required for the 2017 
Cedar River Wood Relocation HPA.  

• Minimize Project Costs – Alternative 1 was assigned a score of 1 for this measure because 

the cost of this alternative is slightly higher relative to Alternative 2. Also, anticipated property 

needs are greater than Alternative 1, resulting in overall greater property costs and challenges 

related to implementation. 

• Limit Impacts to Existing Residents – Alternative 1 was assigned a score of 1 for this 

measure because traffic impacts could be considerable and occur over a longer period of time 

with the construction of the raised access road. Also, right-of-way acquisition needs for this 

alternative are considerable and complex due to the relatively large number of property owners 

adjacent to the roadway. Alternative 2 was assigned a score of 3 because it will only require a 

limited number of easements and involve minor road improvements primarily to repair damage 

during construction that would occur over a shorter time-frame compared to Alternative 1. 

8.0 PUBLIC OUTREACH – ONLINE OPEN HOUSE 

8.1 BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW 

In June 2019, at the start of the design process for the Project, County staff met on site with area 

residents to share information about the proposed project concepts and to learn about their flood-

related concerns and experiences. Project alternatives described in this report were developed in 

consideration of resident’s interests, in addition to the detailed studies described previously in this 

report. As a follow-up to the 2019 neighborhood meeting, King County hosted an online open house 

between July 2 and July 22, 2020. The online open house was hosted in lieu of an on-site 

neighborhood meeting during the time of COVID-19 social distancing. The purpose of the online open 

house was to share information about progress on the project and gather feedback from nearby 

property owners on the alternatives presented prior to the King County Flood Control District’s selection 

of a preferred alternative. 

The webpage remained available for viewing for one month following closure of the survey and 

comment period on July 22, 2020. 

8.2 NOTIFICATIONS 

King County used multiple methods to notify property owners near the project, specifically along the 

Access Road (SE 197th Place, 218th Avenue SE and 221st Avenue SE), as well as SE 198th Place and 

Maxwell Road SE in Maple Valley. The sole access roadway has also been known as ‘Jan Road’. A 
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letter was sent via regular mail to 21 addresses in the Jan Road neighborhood. The County also sent 

an email to 14 residents with available email addresses.  

8.3 SURVEY RESULTS AND COMMENTS 

The online open house included a survey related to experiences with flooding and the importance of 

project features. There were 19 total survey responses, suggesting a reasonable degree of 

engagement with the 21 households receiving an invitation to the open house. However, it is important 

to note that the online open house information and survey, while targeted to neighborhood residents, 

was made available to any person interested in participating. A brief summary of the survey results is 

listed below. A detailed report of all survey results is included in Appendix K. 

• 64% of respondents have experienced flooding on their property, with 18% also experiencing 

flooding within their home. 
• 71% of respondents have had access to their home impacted by water over the sole access 

roadway, with 57% having to drive through water over the roadway. 

• 50% of respondents have had to move vehicles or equipment to higher ground, when floods are 

predicted. 

• 75% of respondents count on the Jan Road levee to protect the private road that serves the 

neighborhood. 

• Respondents identified the following as the two most important features of the project: 

o Reduce damages to the sole access road to the neighborhood (44%) 

o Improve in-stream and off-channel habitat (44%). 

At the end of the survey, participants were given the option to provide additional comments and 

questions. In the interest of providing a forum for open dialogue, comments were posted to the 

webpage. Participants had the option to keep their comments private. Shared comments and questions 

were reviewed and responded to daily on the webpage. Private comments and questions were 

responded to via email. Seven comments and questions were posted to the webpage. Those 

comments and questions, and associated responses are included in Appendix K. 

9.0 RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE 

Alternative 2: Levee Setback and Extension is the recommended alternative.  The benefits of this 

alternative are summarized as follows: 

• Meets flood risk reduction goals at a lower cost 

• Less maintenance and operation activities, resulting in lower anticipated life cycle costs  

• Significantly smaller overall project footprint, minimizing private property needs and impacts 

• Shorter anticipated duration of construction, minimizing traffic and noise impacts to the 

neighborhood.  

• Increased opportunity for improved riverine processes, functions, and habitat via a levee 

setback alignment that allows for a greater area of floodplain reconnection    

Members of the Mitigation Design Committee (MITFD and WDFW) generally support Alternative 2, as 

this levee setback alignment would provide more floodplain reconnection than Alternative 1 and comes 

with fewer environmental impacts (i.e. less impermeable surface and overall levee setback fill).   
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The information developed in this alternatives analysis will be presented to the District to inform its 

decision on advancing an alternative forward to 30 percent design. If authorized, the project team will 

develop a 30 percent preliminary design based on the selected alternative.  
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